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on, trade it in, give it a second life. In the US, the Metro carried a Geo nameplate from through ,
and a Chevrolet nameplate from to It evolved with the Cultus and its siblings over 13 years,
three generations and four body styles: three-door hatchback , four-door sedan , five-door
hatchback and two-door convertible â€”and was ultimately replaced in the General Motors
lineup by a family of vehicles based on the Daewoo Kalos. Production of the first Geo Metro
models, equivalent to the second generation Suzuki Cultus, began at Suzuki's plant in
Hamamatsu , Japan, in late In , it debuted and replaced the Chevrolet Sprint in the United States.
Canadian models continued with the Chevrolet Sprint and Pontiac Firefly nameplates, while the
second generation Suzuki Swift replaced the Forsa nameplate. This generation was also
marketed by Suzuki as the "Swift" in the United States. The first generation Metro was replaced
by a rebodied model unique to the North American market. Also designed at GM's Design
Center, it carried styling cues similar from the bigger Chevrolet Cavalier [4] and was built on the
Suzuki developed M platform with Suzuki drivetrains. Thus this version was never sold as a
Cultus, which was replaced by the Cultus Crescent in Japan. Production ended after model year
The Chevrolet Metro was used in the 17th Biennale of Sydney exhibition in an experiment made
by Cai Guo-Qiang , a Chinese artist from Fujian, where nine Chevrolet Metros were suspended
in the air through animation. The second generation Metro featured two engine options. The
three-cylinder, 1. The 1. This generation also offered a revised 1. LSi models produced after
featured the four-cylinder engine with a sixteen-valve head instead of the eight valves of the
earlier design, yet was still a SOHC design. Contemporary Suzuki Swifts were available with
only the four-cylinder, and only as a hatchback. The hatchback body configuration featured a
three-inch lower liftover height compared to the previous generation model. A new, one-piece
instrument panel was mounted to one of the five crossmembers with a new, full seal filling the
gap between the instrument panel and the dash. This generation featured a coefficient of drag
of 0. Its twins, Pontiac Firefly and Suzuki Swift featured the same redesign. At the introduction
of this generation, GM arranged for a car carrier with Metros to drive to college campuses
across the country. Local writers took a half-day seminar at "Metro University" with the head
product planner and senior members of the engineering, assembly, and marketing teams.
ACEEE assigns a Green Score to each vehicle make and model sold in the US, based on the
vehicles' exhaust emissions, fuel economy and other specifications. Solectria , a
Massachusetts company, converted examples of the first and second generation Geo Metro to
electric operation. Approximately examples of and models were converted to electric
operationâ€”the bare vehicles were provided by GM without engines. US News , [11]. In North
America, the Metro received increased interest as a used car in , by virtue of its fuel mileage and
rising fuel costs. Partially because of the renewed interest in the Metro, the July issue of Car
and Driver included a base model Chevrolet Metro 3-door hatchback among vehicles tested for
fuel efficiency alongside two hybrid models: the redesigned Honda Insight and Toyota Prius
models. Car and Driver yet jokingly ridiculed the Metro's age and equipment, docking seven
points from its overall score for its lack of amenities and mentioning that it was originally sold
brand-new without hubcaps. The vehicle finished third overall behind the Insight and Prius.
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Metro. General Motors refers to the development as the S-car. Produced from to , the Prizm was
sold exclusively in the United States and succeeded the â€” Chevrolet Nova , which was also
derived from the Sprinter. The last Prizm was built on December 13, , resulting in a brief model
year. The Prizm was introduced in February for GM's then-new Geo brand of import cars, for the
model year. They were the only four-door models offered with the 4A-GE engine in America, no
Toyota model ever offered that combination. In addition to more equipment, the LSi also
received body colored bumpers. In , the lettering of the car's name was changed to " PRIZM " in
italicized and capital letters although the steering wheel continued to use Prizm , and the
B-pillar and door frames on base models were body-colored instead of black. The Geo Metro
sedan was not available from Chevrolet dealers in the United States until , although a Suzuki
Swift -branded version was on sale from Design patents were filed by the Toyota Motor
Corporation on December 6, using a final design representation, under application number and
registered on July 13, under registration number The Prizm's second generation, and the last
under the Geo brand name, debuted in The Prizm gained more room resulting in an upgrade to
United States Environmental Protection Agency "compact" car status , a driver's-side airbag,
and a new 1. With the larger engine came a rear stabilizer bar, wider tires, and an optional
automatic transmission with four speeds instead of three. A second airbag became standard in ;
leather seats were an option on the LSi of this generation. In contrast with the Sprinters sold in
Japan, this generation Prizm lacked a front stabilizer bar in its suspension. The Prizm's
redesign coincided with the conversion of all remaining Geo models into Chevrolets, as General
Motors made the decision to discontinue the Geo brand entirely after The most notable change
was the new 1. This prevented oil burning and valve guide failure. The Prizm, alongside the
Corolla, became the first car in the compact class to offer optional side airbags. All Prizms
without the LSi's optional handling package containing a front stabilizer bar were singled out by
Consumer Reports for having sloppy emergency handling; Toyota addressed the problem for
by making the handling package standard. For , the engine gained variable valve timing for five
extra horsepower to Due to decreased sales, low popularity, and being in competition with the
Chevrolet Cavalier and GM's more direct competitor to the Corolla the Saturn S-series , the
Prizm was replaced by the Pontiac Vibe starting in The Prizm along with its Geo siblings
suffered severe sales loss when the brand denomination changed from Geo to Chevrolet in The
Geo models outsold the rebadged Chevrolets three to one. In any of its three generations, the
Prizm was virtually the same car as the Toyota Corolla. It has more similarities with Toyotas of
the time period it was produced than it does to other cars from Geo and Chevrolet. Its
distinctions mostly came down to minor cosmetic differences, a GM Delco radio after , and the
non-availability of a wagon in all three generations, and the availability of a hatchback for the
model years the Corolla was not offered as a hatchback in North America for those years. The
third generation Prizm also featured a Delphi air conditioning system instead of the Corolla's
Denso air conditioning system. All Prizms also used the contemporary Sprinter front end to
differentiate them from their Corolla counterparts. All Prizms are powered by engines from their
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Tracker 92K miles bearing wrench No electrical power inside tracker Diesel transplant in
Tracker 93 Geo Tracker Dash panel light change how are the headlights ,radio, dash lights, and
neutral safety switch all tied together? Looking for exhaust manifold. Problem when
downshifting 90 tracker same as most. Tire option sizes on a stock 96 Tracker, will be too big?
Neutral safety switch bypass surgery Will same hubs work on all trackers? Danged tracker!!!
Will crank Please Help. P OBD code - what is it and how do i correct it. Everything working
except cranking! Braking Problems hardtop Interference Engine Question 95 geo tracker idle
problems. JDM engine 91 tracker starts hard when warm 96 geo tracker knocks gears and quiet
in 4th and 5th Tracker Dash Removal? Switch non tach instrument cluster for one with? Tracker
electrical problem 94' or 95 soft top, is there a difference?? New Gauges? Problems with a 97
geo tracker Auto Tranny Woes!!! Obd2 96 tracker check engine light 96 Tracker engine light
won't turn over 95 Geo T -Cant get out of park- how good is a tracker??????????? Whats a girl
to do? Can you change a wrist pin from the bottom? So, One day my Geo Prizm was working
perfectly fine. No problems what so ever The next day it just stops working. It will turn over but
it just won't start. We replaced the Distributor Cap on it and it still won't work what so ever. We
looked over the starter, alternator and battery and everything was in good condition. What could
it possibly be? Eva answered 7 years ago. I mean, what really got me was why is just stopped
working all of a sudden One day it was fine and then over night it was just like NOPE. It's no big
deal What was the problem. I have 96 Geo Prizm, replaced battery, ignition coil, distributor cap,
rotor, crankshaft sensor, fuel pressure regulator, fuel pump, fuel filter and throttle position
sensor. I have a Geo Prizm LSi 95 runs like nothing wrong with it but after is set for like 5 hours
it takes like seven tries to started then you gotta sit and let it run 10 minutes before you can
press the accelerator if you press the accelerator before the 10 minutes it will cut off, turn the
steering wheel it cut off. Mark answered 3 years ago. Most Geo Prizm problems with electrical
often occur with a faulty ignition switch. Jiggle your key and try to start. GuruDC92N answered
3 years ago. I have a geo prizm the security ligh would come on and you would have to turn the
ignition on and off to make it start now it just turns over and will not start and is not getting fire.
Junior answered 4 months ago. Did you ever get this issue resolved? I am having the same
problem. Please help!!!! We replaced the Distributor Cap on Hi, I have a Geo Prizm 1. It runs and
drives well. Hey I want to put cruise control on my geo prizm. I was wondering if anyone could
list what parts I need to buy or recommend an aftermarket website where I can order one? I can
be reached at baxt CarGurus has 14 nationwide Prizm listings and the tools to find you a great
deal. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Geo Prizm Will not start. Report Follow.
Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Geo Prizm question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Geo Prizm Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It has new features to meet all
passenger car safety standards. These include side door guard beams and rollover roof
standards. Yes, somehow this makes sense in a marketing sort of way. After all, there are many
more Chevrolet dealers than Suzuki dealers. It just made more money on what is basically the
same product. Four-wheel-drive power trains do not come cheap. Neither does meeting safety
standards for an off-road-capable convertible. An integrated rollover roof bar gives the vehicle a
beefy, go-anywhere look. The black convertible top folds down behind the rear seat and fits
snugly against the rollover roof bar when up. Flared fenders, black bumpers and black bodyside
and rocker moldings complete the muscled, utilitarian look. We had the optional inch alloy
wheels. Black mirrors flare out on either side of the hood. Overall fit and finish is very good. The
highback front bucket seats are split by the new center console with cup holders. The center
console also carries the shift lever we had the five-speed manual transmission and parking
brake. Analog gauges, tachometer and speedometer are centered over the steering wheel. The
sound system quality was very good. A rear bench seat has room for two people who will get to
know each other fairly well even on a shopping center run. The rear seatback folds down and
the whole rear seat assembly folds forward for Folding the rear seatback, then pivoting the
whole seat assembly forward proved to be a real chore with the top in place. It is more easily
done standing outside the vehicle with the top down. We would hate to do this in bad weather
with the top up. The front seats were comfortable and supportive. The back seat-as even in
more expensive off-road-capable vehicles barely met our meager expectations for basic

support. We got some surprises here. Good ones. It is high on maneuverability. You can see all
four corners of the vehicle easily. Parking and close-quarter handling were ideal. The 1. Applied
through the five-speed manual, it had good acceleration and passing ability. Like most small
engines, it tended to run out of steam at speeds above 60 mph. Handling was superb, with
power steering, wide stance and the tried-and-true suspension combination of front
MacPherson struts and rear coil springs with a solid rear axle. The brakes were front discs and
rear drums with an anti-locking system in the rear. They performed well, with little fade. One
complaint is the rather small brake pedal-in fact, all three pedals seemed too small. We locked
the manual front hubs, shifted the transfer case into 4WD low and took off. It was a blast. The
Tracker powered through the muck and mire with ease. There was jouncing and bouncing, but
no more than we expected. In fact, a lot less than we expected. The Tracker seemed to float over
a lot of the mess. We tried our hill climb slope in the rain and the Tracker handled it with no
problem. We shifted the transfer case to 4WD high and tried a slippery two-track. No problem
here, either. Naturally with the rain, we had the top up. We expected some loud wind and rain
noise. Instead, we were surprised that it was so calm inside. Later, on a sunny day, we put the
top down and enjoyed the outdoors. We found putting the top up and down very
manageableâ€”we accomplished it every time without scrapes, bumps or torn fingernails. We
had all the fun we expected and more. Lest we lose all semblance of objectivity we must admit
this is not a vehicle we would want to live with in the wilds for long periods, but it sure makes
the occasional off-road jaunt fun. We looked at it as a suburban toy. Maybe it is, but it is really
fun to drive on- and off-road. It handles well, performs up to admittedly modest expectations
and looks good doing it all. We also are hard-pressed to add more to it. You must be logged in
to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. Follow NewCarTestDrive. Zipper
unzips right to left. Must reuse factory stiffener rod. If you do not specify otherwise in the
checkout message box, we will ship your top with clear windows. You may specify, if you wish
green or charcoal windows. Installation: This top installs fairly easily and the steps are covered
in the owner's manual. We printed these out, so if you are missing your manual, just ask for the
instructions: free with a top. Material: The original fabric was a crush grain vinyl. We offer these
tops in black or white crush grain vinyl. For somewhat greater longevity for off road users, you
may select a 4 ply extra central layer top. Our white tops are only available in 4-ply and with a
white inner lining. Tire covers: We have replacement tire covers in matching crush grain vinyl
topping fabric. You will have an ample checkout message box. Tires are listed with
"accessories" above. Seat Covers to replace originals are available at the following site: It made
my car look like new. I am a 70 year old female and installed it by myself with no problems. It
went on smooth and easy. The instructions were so great that I actually figured out how to
remove the entire back window that I had been unzipping and tucking in due to not know how to
completely remove. Thanks for a great product We've been manufacturing convertible top
specialty items for the industry since We offer convertible top packages for almost any
domestic or foreign convertible for which there are replacement tops. Convertible Tops and
Packages Accessories. Custom Carpet Important Information. Installation instructions are
included. Window Tint. In Cart! View Cart. Geo Tracker, Chevrolet Tracker, Suzuki Sidekick
convertible tops and parts in this category fit model years: , , , , , and Tire Cover in Crush Grain
Vinyl. Please request in checkout message. No Charge! Plastic pry tool, great for prying
fasteners and seals, pushing seals into retainers, loosening fabric etc. Original Tops
Replacements:The tops on this page are not "stretch and fit" aftermarket modified tops. They
are made to replace the originals and attach as originally designed. The early tops have velcro
across the windows, as original. The late tops have front hook attachment, as original. They
may specify "heaviest weight" or "original replacement" in ways that seem reassuring. But they
do not really tell the whole story. Please bear in mind that two things dominate, by far, the
quality issue: a the manufacturing quality control in the factory that makes the top and b the
care and thoroughness of the installation. There is a trade-off in weight: heavier is better for
resisting tear through, but lighter is better for flexibility and abrasion from within that may arise
from movement. Almost all our tops are a flexible medium density 36 oz. Heavier is not better in
most cases. Where it is, because of the top design, we will say so and the top will be made of
the heavier vinyl. Customers who value originality over cost often pay top dollar for
Sonnenland, just to have that authentic "dobby backing," seen only when you look up at the
roof of your convertible top from inside your car. Sonnenland canvas is a top-of-the-line
material original to various Audi, BMW, and Jaguar convertibles, among others. Twillfast
Canvas is identical to Sonnenland Canvas - elegant and durable - only it's less expensive. This
is a top-notch convertible top material, one we often recommend to savvy customers who like a
good buy and a quality product. Stayfast Canvas is an elegant, durable canvas original to cars
like the Mazda Miata and the Nissan Z. Stayfast is commonly used in replacement convertible

tops. Stayfast canvas has an acrylic square weave facing, a rubber inner-layer, and a cotton
backing. As with other canvases, the rubber core gives the fabric long-lasting durability.
Stayfast canvas is a sleek, beautiful canvas, usually less expensive than Twillfast, but it does
not have the dobby backing offered in Sonnenland and Twillfast Sonnendeck. Stayfast is a
popular upgrade to vinyl convertible tops, and as with any canvas, is richer looking and has a
higher wear rating than convertible tops made of vinyl. Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl is the most popular
fabric. This vinyl design is original to most American cars from the fifties to the nineties.
Pinpoint refers to the little dots or pips that you see if you look closely at the vinyl surface.
European cars, such as the old Beetles and others also used pinpoint vinyl as the topping
fabric. It is structurally wear quality equivalent to the Haartz Pinpoint but has a different surface
grain. The grain was designed to imitate the look of canvas. As you can see from the scan of
this fabric, it is an exceptionally rich looking material. It is sometimes chosen for replacing
convertible tops that originally featured pinpoint vinyl. Cabrio Grain is also structurally
equivalent to the pinpoint. It has a pigskin outer grain vinyl as original to Volkswagen Cabriolets
from onward and to Mazda Miatas and Mercury Capris. This is the original topping for Porsche
Boxster and Cabrio convertible tops. British Bison Vinyl is the most popular British roadster
convertible top material. It is American made Haartz leather grain vinyl and is an imitation of the
British Everflex vinyl top fabric. The British Bison Vinyl convertible top fabric is often referred to
as 'crush grain. This is the original material used on British convertibles including Jaguar, Rolls
Royce and many others. Imported from England, British Everflex vinyl is a supple vinyl with a
rich appearance and is more durable than other vinyls. A good, less expensive alternative is
Colonial grain vinyl. Colonial has the same texture but is less durable. Trilogy Acoustic Vinyl A
heavyweight vinyl that is often used on SUVs like Jeep, because the two-ply composite has the
capacity to reduce noise by about 20 percent compared to standard vinyls like Sailcloth. The
vinyl material is durable, promises long-lasting wear-and-tear, and resembles the sleek twill
cloth commonly found on luxury convertible cars. It is a great all-purpose canvas and,
according to Haartz, is used on 99 percent of convertibles. It is stronger and more durable than
Stayfast Canvas and offers more sound protection. Haartz rates Twillfast RPC as a mid-level
acoustic product, compared to the low-level sound reduction offered on other top materials like
Stayfast. Convertible Top Guys We've been manufacturing convertible top specialty items for
the industry since Selling one of my trackers. It kinda runs but i believe the timing is off. Has a 2
inch lift in it with longer rear shocks. Interior is muddy from wheeling. Hard top is sold. Call or
text if interested. It is rusty. I do have extra parts for it if the price is right. Here's your chance to
own a miracle on wheels. All black. Convertible hard top. I'd keep it but times are hard and I
need rent money. Can you turn a wrench? Got somewhere you need to be? Well, then this is the
car for you! The engine is bad. It had been leaking oil for a while. Then one day it started
chattering and so i stopped and looked. It was just pumping the oil out. Got looking and found a
whole in the side of the engine. Otherwise it is a sound machine. The 4x4 works. The odometer
just quit m Complete hard top for a late model Geo tracker. These are nearly impossible to find.
Over all good condition except for one small break on a joint. Easily fixed. Has rear window has
defoggers as well. The tracker is mainly a parts car, I have 2 motors, 2 auto transmissions, good
extra pair of front seats, extra misc. The motors are core motors. The body is straight. Top is
shot. For more info 50three six02 00three3Call or text Good engine with all accessories still in
tack. Automatic trans gone, rear end bad. Call for more info, Buick Super 4 door hard top. Call
for info on any of these. Nine zero one to Email Poster Message. Needs clutch Bad Credit OK!
Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are
in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have provided to one
another over the years. Hey, I'm looking to upgrade my entire audio setup in my Prizm but I
don't know where to start. I don't need anything too fancy but I do want the best bang for my
buck. I don't want to spend a fortune on any one item unless it is essential to improving the
entire system. It's an older car so I'm not overly comfortable sinking almost a grand into it. Am I
forgetting anything? Any and all help is appreciated. Okay for your budget, you're in luck kind
of. Blaupunkt is a good brand with a low price. Nobody listens to music with their ankles. So, if
you really want good sound, I'd suggest that at least for the front pair you consider getting a set
of component speakers with discrete tweeters instead of coaxial speakers with the tweeter
integrated. This way you can move the tweeters closer to ear level dash mount, or a-pillar mount
for a much, much clearer sound--especially considering the small size speaker you have to
work with. If there's anywhere worth splurging, here is the place. Move on to the headunit.
Again, at this price range almost every receiver sounds similar, so look for the one with the
feature set that matches your needs. Okay, speakers? Most people stop here and if you can live
with the way your system sounds, you can hold here for a while whilst your checkbook cools
off. When you're ready to move on, it's time to delve into the scary world of amps and subs. If

you're trying to keep price to a minimum, you'll want to look at a self-contained system. In our
test Aveo, we use a Blaupunkt Velocity 2Go system which basically a pair of 6. If you want to
spend a few more buck and go through a bit more trouble, you could look for a non-powered
sub, a speaker box, and an amp. Hope that helps. Let me know if you have more questions! That
was so much more information than I was expecting, lol. It was fantastic and really hit the nail
on the head. The only part that didn't really relate to my issue was the headunit search since I
just put in a Pioneer BT-capable unit with iPod adapter last Christmas. Now I'm just looking to
up the speakers. However, the unit is temperamental and I'm considering swapping it out since I
hate dealing with the menu system rather than basic buttons. I just need to ensure that I don't
have to use an auxiliary-in setup for my iPod. I prefer the direct channel that I have now. With
that in mind, the price constraint only pertains to the speakers, amp and sub. I don't want to
blow out my windows since the car is so old but I think your suggestions were fantastic and I'll
definitely look into them. Also, I hope it'll give my music more pop to the low end and clarify the
mid- and high-range. I don't need to max out my finances. The most bang for my buck will do
just fine. Thanks again for your help and I hope you have more to give. Sorry it took so long to
get back. Here's what you'll need to look at when deciding. A Factor in the cost of the
speakerbox. If you're going with a discrete sub and amp meaning not an all-in-one deal like the
Bazooka then you'll also want to remember that you're probably going to need a box to house
the sub. Even if you're only looking at using a single sub, take a look at the bandpass box for
tighter, louder sound and because the Plexiglas offers a reasonable level of protection if you
plan on putting other things in your trunk besides speakers. There's no point in spending a
bunch of money on a sub, if you accidentally put a golf club or tire iron through it. B How much
space do you have in your trunk? How much of that are you willing to sacrifice? This will be the
primary determining factor for your subwoofer size. You'll want to take measurements of your
trunk to make sure that your chosen box will fit. I was once able to fit 2x12" subwoofers in a box
in the trunk of my Toyota Camry, but honestly that was overkill and I had next to no trunk space
left. Heaven forbid, if I got a flat tire, then I'd have to lug all of that equipment out on the side of
the road to access the spare. Again, for a vehicle of your size, a single 10" or 12" sub will do
nicely, and won't take up a lot of space. C Less is more. Most OEM premium systems use 1x8"
subwoofer, so a single 10" should sound pretty good at your budget and in your car. Next, look
for an amplifier that matches the speaker's power level. Both the sub and the amp will list max
and RMS power, you want to make sure that your amp doesn't exceed either, but the RMS
number is the most important one because that's your everyday realistic power rating. Also
remember that car audio prices, particularly for things like speakers and amps fluctuate wildly,
so take your time and really shop around for really good deals. I hope this helps. I'm an owner
of Aveo. It's worse car I've ever seen. When I put a good sound, I very much regretted. Plastic
quality is terrible inside. It would, I added a couple of thousand, and bought a Honda. I'm almost
certain that it was chosen because it was the cheapest new car in America for its model year. It
has its quirks. Oddly, it's grown on me. Perhaps it has a lot to do with the fact that I spend a lot
of time down in the garage doing the installs and maintenance myself. There's something about
putting in your own wrench time on a car that creates an affinity. I do not know. To begin with,
where are you from? I'm from Russia. We supply the ukrainian assembly Aveo. Car assembly is
worse I had never seen. I'm sorry! There are even worse - VAZ assembly. But it is offtop. Now,
attention! For example a Honda Accord value is totally different. I do wonder who does buy
some garbage called Aveo in the U. With regards to the the Chevrolet Aveo exterior will not
argue, I like it very much. It was, I took it. And it is complete rubbish inside. Discussion is
locked. How big? Back to Auto Repair - Roadshow forum. CNET Forums. Operating Systems.
General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant
Bomb. They became the butt of most of my auto-related Jokes. Then gas prices went up. In July
I broke down and bought one because it was cheap, and the lady said it got around 43 mpg. I've
driven this thing over 95, miles since then, and the worst MPG's I've achieved are It averages
around 50 or so per tank. This is the most reliable and easiest car to work on I have ever owned,
and could turn it inside out and back again if I wanted too. I don't want to Parts are cheap, too.
Besides the reliability and MPG's, I think my favorite thing about this car is it's honest,
bare-bones simplicity. The car has no power steering, no power brakes, you don't even notice!
It hearkens back to the days when cars were just You feel very close to the road literally and
figuratively in one of these. This car makes the daily commute an experience. I know why they
stopped making these cars, though; they were TOO good. This is not good for auto companies
trying to sell a new model every year or two. The death blow for this and most Metros will
inevitably come due to that terrible cancer. The engine and other components will still be going
strong after the body has rusted to dust. Find one that has been preserved and prevent the rust.
If you are even remotely mechanically inclined you should be able to keep it going for a long

time. I absolutely love my '94 Geo Metro XFi. My grandparents bought it used around '94; I
acquired it in ' After 18 years of life, it might finally be time for me to say goodbye to this car,
due to some substantial subframe damage lately. But even now, the only issue with the car is
rust; the engine, the transmission, etc. After 18 years, and a low 74, miles, the only major
repairs were replacing the MAP sensor around K , replacing the exhaust and muffler, and
replacing front CV joints and control arms this year and last year. This car is amazingly reliable.
I've driven it in every harsh condition, as well as across the country. Keep in mind that I am
writing this in and it is a 23 year old car now. There is not enough to be said about it. Here's the
deal--this car, by today's millennial entitlement standards, is a piece of crap. There are no power
windows, no power steering, no air bags, there's lots of road noise and wind noise. A remote
keyless entry system? Air conditioning? Probably not. At idle, the engine shakes the car.
Anti-lock brakes? What are those? It is not the speediest thing by any means. It is tiny. The
wheels are 12 inches in size. Most people are embarrassed to drive it or even be seen in it. It is a
dinky tin can on wheels. But if you are a realist and the type that would rather not rely on
government hand-outs and don't care about impressing your buddies, and don't want to live out
your life in constant debt, and want something very reliable, this is the car for you. It also helps
if you do not let fear run your life, because if you get hit, you may be better off on a motorcycle.
Almost any car this old will have such problems. It is just the fact of life with old cars. Visibility
is absolutely great. Tight parking spots are never a problem. You can throw all sorts of stuff into
the hatchback. The turning radius is great. Repairs are the simplest of simple. The timing belt
can be replaced in 45 minutes in an apartment parking lot. If said belt breaks, no engine damage
is done. Wheel bearings can be replaced with simple ordinary hand tools. Parallel parking is
awesome because it will fit into spaces that If it is a REALLY tight spot, you can pull forward
into it, and you and your buddy can get out and dead lift the rear end of the car towards the
curb. Common problems include a frame that rusts out and breaks at the front suspension. I
would recommend buying one of these where road salts are not commonly used if at all. The
engines burn up valves, which contrary to popular belief, is ultimately caused by the neglect of
oil changes--the reasons are technical. Interior door handles break, but are available aftermarket
for not a ton of money. Otherwise, that is all for the common problems. They are highly reliable.
The 50 mpg is no joke, at least it is not during the summer months. Head room is no problem for
someone 6'4". You want to get one with the 3 cylinder engine and manual transmission if you
want the fuel economy. Automatics seem to chug gas. The 4 cylinders really compromise fuel
economy as well. The odometer is deadly accurate. The old cable driven speedometer is deadly
accurate. The car just works. Why did Gm stop making this car???? Best Idea of
2012 grand prix
94 honda civic fuel pump
jeep compass 4 cylinder
the eighties. Good reliable transportation. I called the hatchback my mini pick-up. I moved alot
in that cargo space. Why couldn't they have improved on its design. It could have broken the
70MPG barrier. I purchased this Canadian built Geo, in Sept I has served my family well! The
reliability of this car has been phenomenal! It has taken its share of lickings and keeps on
ticking along. Can you believe it? It's true!! The best part is yet to come, 65 mpg when the
vehicle was new! After moving to California, the mileage dropped to mpg! Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Metro. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Metro model: All Metro models XFi 2dr Hatchback - 5 consumer reviews 2dr
Hatchback - 23 consumer reviews 4dr Hatchback - 11 consumer reviews. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. GM Goofs again!!!! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Metros for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Metro. Sign Up.

